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Introduction 
The two pairs of line-reversed reactions 

Kp 

y ' - S i s i s J t j 

0> 

(2) 

K"p * «""Y**"U385) 

<3) 

provide experimental teat of exchange degeneracy In hypercharge exchange 

reactions. The reactions are expected to be dominated by vector and 

tensor K* exchanges. Exchange Degeneracy (EXD) of these trajectories 

Inpllea e4ual cross sections for reactions (1) and (2) [(3) and (•>}] 

at the ssioe value of the four-momentum transfer, t. The polarization 

of the final state hyperon should be cither aero (strong EZD) or, if 

different from zero. It should have equal magnitude and opposite sign 

(weak EXD) in line-reversed reactions, In order to see these Exchange 

Degeneracy predictions, we write the differential cross section and 
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polarizatian In terms of the Regge amplitudes 
da . î  , ,2 

1 |§ - -2 to <A+-A*> (5) 

vher. + (-) refer to s-channel helicicjr non-flip (flip) amplitudes. 

For the line-reversed reactloaa 

A4(»+p * K*T+> • . (-K* + «**), 

AjOTp * . V > • « * + K**), (6) 

where T refers to either the <; or ¥*(1385) and 

•Inc. ^K** 

Here B and a represent the residue and trajectory for the vector K* and 

Censor K** Regga poles. The weak exchange degeneracy hypothesis 

assumes the K and K trajectories are equal (a. • ct **) • but the 

residues are not equal (6 A »• 0 »*)• Complete degeneracy of the 

trajectories is assumed in the strong exchange degeneracy hypothesis 

with « and 6 equal for the vector and tensor K* exchange. Thecm 

assumptions lead to the predictions discussed above. 

Experimental Technique 
Recent tests of EXD predictions have been done . i ' **jher energies 

and with high statistics. The line-reversed reaction* aro also studied 

in the same experimental setup. These experiments have been done by 

••V.ITJ3D £p 



two basic experimental techniques; 1) missing-mass meu-ofi and 2} the 

target sensitive method usios a hybrid bubble chamber. 

Bergluad et al. use the missing-naBS method to obtain their 7 and 
» 3 

10.1 GeV/c data at CEHH. The AHL-FNAL-SLAC collaboration also use the 

Biasing mass technique to study the « p reactions at 35, 70, and 140 CeV/c 

and K~p at 70 GeV/c; only their 70 GeV/c w p data is available at this 

time. 

The experimental setup for the missing-mass method consist of 

measuring only tt bejm * (K~) and the forward IE (*")• The maun of the 

particles are Identified by the signals from Cerenkov counters in the 

beam line and forward spectrometer. Figure 1 shows the raisslng-raass-squared 

distribution for n in the beam and K in the spectrometer, summed over' 

all 70 QeV/c data from the experiment of Arenton et al. Since all 

exclusive reactions are obtained at the same time, the experimenters 

obtain the cross sections for I, Y*(1385)» etc. by fitting to the 

mlesing-mass distribution in various momentum-transfer regions. 
4 The other technique uses the hybrid bubble chamber et STAC. The 

facility) ahoun in Figt 2, consists of a rapid cycling bubble chamber 

followed by an electronic system (proportional wire chambers, Cecenkotf* 

and scintillator hodoseopes). The chamber expands at its maximum rate 

(typically 15pps) and when an event of interest la recorded in the 

electronic system, ths lights of the chamber are flashed and the picture 

la taken. Since It takes three milliseconds for the bubbles in the 

chamber to grow large enough to be photographed, the decision an to 

whether or not to flash the lights, can he made with the old of a small 

on-line computer. The 4s detaetlon^f repar&d tracks in the bubble 
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chamber allows a cleaner separation of reactions by topology and 

kinematic fitting than In nlsslng-uass techniques. The invariant mass 

distribution of the Ait system from both the v and K~ induced reactions 

show a prominent peak due to the Y*(1385) production as seen In Fig. 3. 

These distributions show the ability of the bubble chamber to Isolate 

reactions and thereby reduce background. 

HiHtory of Exchange Degeneracy in Hypercharge Exchange Reactions 

Previous measurements of reactions (1) to (4) have mostly resulted 

from experiments done by different groups using different techniques* * 

thus asking comparisons difficult to interpret. Toe early experimental 

test of Exchange Degeneracy occured at lower energies and the data 

shoved large violation of EXD predictions, viz, dv/de (it p) < do/dt (K~p), 

and the E polarizations did not reflect about roro. However, a good 

description of the lower-energy do/dt and polarisation measurements for 

both reactions (1) and (2) was made from the model of Navelet and 

Stevens using an effective cut paromotrization In addition to the 

K*(890) and K**(1420) pole terms. Their model predicted significant 

violations of exchange degeneracy in the energy region of 10 CO 12 CoV/c 

and even at 70 GeV/e. 

Recent Results for the Reactions n P •» K X and K"p -*• ir~*E 

Plfferential cross sections from the SIAC-lmperial College 

experiment for these reactions to lt[ • 1 (GeV/c) are shown in Figs. 

4(a) and 4(b). They confirm earlier results ID shoving a simple 

exponent 1'". behavior for |t| < 0.4 IGeV/c)2. There is no evidence for 

a turnover in the forward direction, indicating dominance of the non-flip 
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hellcity amplitude, at least at low momentum transfer. At both energies 

the * induced reaction slopes are steeper than for the K~ reactions, 

although the difference Is leas at the higher aomenpjm. Slopes for both 

reactions Increase with energy while the intercept* decrease* The 

difference of intercepts, however, shows a barely significant energy 

variation. At 7 GeV/c cos ̂  * ,<*£-'* +>/<*«- + * -P *« "'063 ± 0.067 

Whereas It is -0.021 ± 0.059 at 11.5 GeV/c. Exchango degeneracy predicts 

cos tyj • 0 and within errors this is satlnfled et both energies.. The 

10 GeV/c date of B^rglund et al. show stellar behavior for the differential 

croaa sections, however, at larger momentum transfer small BCD violations 

are seen. 

Strong DD> Is ruled out at these energies by the non-zero polari

sations (see Fig. 4c, d>, however, the mirror.polarizations for the 

line-reversed reactions support weak EXD. This simple reflection 

symmetry of the Z polarization for this pair had not been seen before. 

In Fig. 5a, the 11.5 GeV/c data la again shown for the » and K~ Induced 

reactions together with the sum (Fig. 5b} of the polarization from the 

ff
+ and Che K" reactions. The X for the V.ypotheals that all these points 

llo on the abaclesa le 3.9 for 6 degrees of freedom. 

The prediction of the model of Havelet and Stevens is compared to 

thf. summed polarizations results in Fig. Sb. It is shown as the solid 

line on the figure and is in obvious disagreement *;lth the experimental 

diite. 

Date on the veactlons ir+p •*• K + I + and s + p •*• K*Tt**(13W) have been 
3 

reported using the Fermlleb Single Arm Spectrometer Facility et 70 GeV/e. 

For -t < 0.1 GeV the Y*U385) signal is much Dialler than the ^*, whereaa 

for larger t the two signals h-eome comparable (see Fig. 6). Their results 



ahov positive 2 polarisation, Fig. 7, which also rules out strong Hffl 

at 70 Ge7/c. The values appear to be more positive dian the Navelet-' 

Stevens7 predictions, but vary similar to the 7 and ll.S CeV polarisations 

The Reactions W*» •*• K V ^ C M B S ) anJ K~p •+• T V ^ C H B P 

The polarization of the ?*(138S) is obtained by a combined i 

likelihood fie to the Yr and A decay distributions In terns of the trans-

varsity density matrix elements. The results are shotm in Fig. 8. Xri 

neither reaction is there any significant evidence for non-zero polari

sation. While this agrees with strong exchange degeneracy predictions! . 

it is also predicted on the basis of tit.- additive quark and Stodolsky* 

Sitvrai12 models. 

The differential cross sections are shown in Fig. 9. Both reactions 

have a turnover at low momentum transfer shewing dominance of the helicity 

flip amplitude unlike Z production. The line-reversed pair Y* reactions 

enow significant differences at small [t |, however, noat of this difference 

is of kinematic origin: angular momentum conservation forces the two Y 

erase sections to turnover AW. different values of momantim transfer 

yielding different cross sections at snail | t| . 

To describe this effect quantitatively, the SLAC group made fits . 

to the differential crosa section using the function! 

of -[Al-^-W]*" (W 
where A, and A- approximate the helicity non-flip and flip contributions, 

respectively. The fits give a good description of the data aa seen in 



Fig- 9. The non-flip parameter A, la about 3% of the £llp term A,. The 

value* of A* agree within errors £^r the line-reversed reactions giving 

couflrastlon of BCD predictions. They obtain a t 11.5 GeV/c 

Ajftfp) - A,(*+p) 
< cos *_, > - -= *• - o.o& ± o . io 

" AjCK'p) + A 2(ir +

P) 

The only other experiment vhlch has previously studied both poire 

of reactions In a single experimental setup ia a missing aaas experiment 

At 10.1 GeV/c. They found reactions (3) and (A) violated EXD predic

tions vlfch a ratio o£ the'K~p to IT p croBo sections of 2,0 ± 0.2 

(aee ?lg. 10). In the some t-region the StAC 11.5 GeV/e data gives e 

ratio of k tc i cross sections of 1.33 + 0.14. Xn contrast, the two 

experiments agree on their results for eke reactions ir p •*• E s and 

gfp •+• v"£ (**10 <^ e ggj^ difference between the tvo experiments 1B the 

• amount of background in the region of tise V*<1385>. In Pig. U» the 

mlsslng-mass-squared disixibutions for ttu> two experiments arc given. 

The SLaC experiment has very little background because they measure In 

tba bubble cnoaber the other tracks and thereby enchsnee the signal from 

the T*(13C5) over background by topology and kinematic fitting. Since 

the * signal 1B' Krge. uncertainties In background subtraction are not 

as lnporte"t. 

Figure 12 ehoi'i the energy dependence of the v p •* 

e +p * K V + U M S ) reactions at t - -0.1 GeV2. He see a fearer falloff 

for tu« E toon for the Y* reaction. This means that other exchangee 

than the weak degenerate Kg a Q and K** ? 0 °>«y be present. 



Amplitude Analysis of Y*(l385) Production In the tine-Reveraed Reactions! 

l*v -» K*Y*(1385) and K~o •*• «*T*(1385) 

The additive quark model assumes that peripheral Interactions occur 

by a single quark-quark scattering process. Only In the single scattering. 

process does quantum-number exchange take place. 

The spectator quarks reconblne with the scattered quarks to form the 

final state hadrons^ A single scattering process means baryon exchanges 

are not allowed and the small u-channel cross sections support this. 

The OZI rule la a direct consequence, of thifl limitation. The 

reaction vT-p * *» is forbidden by this rule as well as it p •*• 4>n. The 

•(*) is mainly a state of &B(cE) quarks. In order for the reaction to 

take place two scattering processes would be required. 

The predictions of the additive quark model for the corfelatl t 

between the charge properties and spin configurations In peripheral 

collisions have fc«en successfully tested In a number of reactions. The 

constraint that only one quark In each hadron interacts, places require

ments on the allowed spin states of the final hadrona. . One can also 

identify the quark-quark amplitude* in different reactions, then obtain 

relations between these reactions. 
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As on •zonplM, th« reaction 

K"p * . t**<H85) 

In general can h-.w four IrdapsiuieBt anplitudes. If the quark model 
relations ere «a£l»f4ed otiy one amplitude remalna. l.* eee this we 
abov Is the diagram fellow the scattering process K~p -»• «"*. 

Hern ve aee that r.oe ecatt«?iJ$ process Is sd •+ ds of spin 1/2 particles. 
Ve ehoosa the avis "if upin quantization la the direction normal to the ' 
quark-quark scattering plane. The spin pi^jection on this axis la 
celled the eransverslty. 

The spin projection of a sincle quark can only change by eero or 
one unit along any axis. Therefore: a change of two or more units of 
angular momentum at any vertex, is forbidden. A tranwersity flip at 
the fcaryon vertex requires a flip in the opposite direction at the meson 
vertex to conserve trensverslty. .Since the final state meson has spin 
0~ f only transveraity non-flip amplitudes are allowed by the additive 
quark model in reaction (9). Thla implies 

T 3 1 " T 3 1 " ° 
2 2 1z 

T l 1 " T I 1 O 0 ) 

2 2 " 2 * 2 



la this model, any double-flip amplitudes cone from more than on* scatter 

in the quark-quark scattering process. 

SUC and imperial College measure for the first time In one 

detector the complete decay angular distribution on T* + As, A -*• p«~ Is 

the v p and RTp line-reversed reactions. The results; for the four 

aassureable tranavaralty amplitudes are shown In Fig. 13 together with 
11 iff 

the prftdietlona of the additive quark model and Stodolsky-Sskurai 

models. In general, the data agree with these predictions. However, 

the only significant non-zero donhle-fllp values are «t small t **M1ef 

to wha; has boen observed at 6.2 GeV/c In K"p Interactions. In the 

quark model described above* these double-flip contributions Imply 

double q-̂ -rk scattering process**. This effect also may be associated 

with a finite hellclty non-flip contribution to the Y*(I385) vertex* 

A* t • t . . all hellclty flip amplitudes go to zero end any remaining 

non-flip contributions forces the trsnsversity amplitudes to the values: 

The trend of the data is u qualitative agreement with these velues. 

Conclusions 

In contrast to the lower energy data, the 11.5 GeV results for the 

two pairs of line-reversed, hypercharge-exchange reactions ere consistent 

with exchange degeneracy predictions for both hellclty-fllp and non-flip 

aoplltudea. 

The Y*(1385) decay angular distributions indicate that the quark 

model end Stodolsky-Sakural predictions arc In agreement with the main 



features vl tic data= However, snail violations are observed at small -

aoaentuB transfer. While the If * (.1385) vertex is helicity-flip dominated, 

the non-vanishing of ̂ 3/2-1/2 ̂  T-3/2 1/2 8 U8?«t» w finite helieity 

non-flip contribution in the forward direction. 
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Figures 

1) Misslng-mass-squared distribution for IT. In the bsaa and K In tha 

speetroneter, sunned over oil 70 GeV/c deta. Figure from Re£. 3.' 

2) Perspective drawing of the SLAC Hybrid Facility. The cylindrical 

bubble chamber is represented In e cue-away drawing of its magnet 

body. Steel hadron filters are Indicated before S4 and S5. 

3) Invariant mass distribution of the Air system at 11.5 GeV/c. 

Figure from Ref. 8. 



ft) Differential .cross sections and Z polarisations for the reactions 

V*p •* IcV" and afp •*• B " Z + at 7 and 11.5 GeV/c. Figure from Raf . 8. . 

5) •) r + polarisation fox the SIAC U.5 GeV data. 

b) Sum of the polarization* for the IT and K~ reactions* The 

cuxva in to* pradictlon of the model of Mavelet and Stevens (Ref. 7) 

as described la the test. 

6) preliminary differential croaa section at 70 GeV/c for the 

reactions ir+p * K + E + and -a*f> •* S^T^CiMS) . Data from Ref. .3. 

7} ' Ffaliulpary results on the polarization of .the recoil I*. The curve 

is the prediction at 70 GeV/c of Navelet-Stevens. Data from Ref, 3 

and Ref. 8. 

8) T*(13S5) polarlzatiott at 11.5 CoV/c. 

9) Differential cross sections and COB '^ - |g£ ff"p) - || (tr+
P)j/ 

[|f (K'p> + g («+p>) for 7i+p - K V ( U U ) -nd if p + Vl*(13$5) at 

11.5 GeV/c. Figure from Ref. 10. 

10) Differential croaa sections and R - |f (K"p>/^| U +p>. (Note 

eoa * v t - ^ a n d R - 2 + c o » » V T - 1/3.) 10.1 GaV/c data from 

Bergltmd at al. Figure from Ref. 2 (1975). 

11) Miialns-nass-squoxed dlstrleutiono for * p •• K + MM. 

a) Berglund at al. at 10.1 GtM/c. ReS. 2. 

b) 5LAC 11.5 CeV/c data from Ref. 10 for the reaction I>+F + K +Ar +. 

12) Dependence on 7^. of the 2 and Y*(1383) production at t - 0.1 GeV/e 

Data from Refo. 2,3, and 8. 

13) Absolute value* of the Y*U3B5) tranavwalty amplitudes as a -

function of momentum transfer. The dashed line* are predictions 

of the additive quari 

Figure from Ref. 14. 
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